IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS ORDINANCE TO REGULATE THE DIRECT COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN EXPLICIT SEXUAL MATERIALS TO YOUNG PERSONS IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE ACCESS OF CHILDREN TO SUCH MATERIALS.

SECTION 1. A person is guilty of a misdemeanor if he or she knowingly places explicit sexual material upon public display, or if he knowingly fails to take prompt action to remove such display from the property in his possession after learning of its existence.

DEFINITIONS: (a) A young person means any person less than seventeen (17) years of age, (b) explicit sexual material means any pictorial or three-dimensional material depicting human sexual intercourse, masturbation, sodomy (that is bestiality, oral or anal intercourse), direct or indirect stimulation of unclothed genitals, flagellation or torture in the context of sexual relationship, or emphasizing the depiction of adult human genitals, buttocks, or female breasts, provided however, that works of art or of anthropological significance, or other materials presented in a program of education in a church, school, or college shall not be deemed to be within the foregoing definitions. The dissemination of such material means to sell, barter, exchange commercially and in the course of an exhibition, to distribute, consume, or present for public exhibit.